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The next generation of disc brake 
technology
Thilo Pfister, Siegerland Bremsen, Emde GmbH & Co, Haiger-Rodenbach, Germany, speaks with Port Technology International

Recently, Port Technology International sat down with Mr Thilo Pfister, 
Managing Director of Sibre Brakes, a leading manufacturer and supplier 
of crane brakes, to discuss the latest model of crane brakes that have 
introduced to the market. 

Sibre has just launched a new version of the Disc brake 
type TEXU twin calibre brakes. How do these differ  

from other brakes?

When introducing the 1st generation of TEXU-brakes 
in 1999, the basic target was to offer a disc brake easily 

replacing existing shoe brakes for modernizing or upgrading 
of existing hoists.  Shoe brakes have certain disadvantages for 
example in regards to the torque capacity, max. temperature 
and max. sliding speed, but also one particular advantage: With 
Shoe brakes, the two brake shoes applying the clamping force 
in tangential direction are offset by 180 degrees – one in the  
3 o’clock position and one at 9 o’clock. Thus, the reaction forces 
onto the shaft are virtually compensated.  Traditional disc brakes 
coming with one pair of shoes however, apply the clamping 
force onto the disc in axial direction, either at a 3 o’clock or 
a 9 o’clock position, thus producing an equivalent amount of 
reaction forces onto the shaft. Such reaction force is a key figure 
for the sizing of shafts and bearings of motor and gear box. 

In order to avoid having to increase the shaft diameter and 
the bearing size we launched the TEXU 1st generation coming 
with 4 linings, one pair mounted at 3 o’clock and one pair at  
9 o’clock position. All four linings are simultaneously operated 
by a single thruster and a single spring, applying the clamping 
force in axial direction, but – as for the shoe brakes – on both 
sides of the disc, thus again self-compensating the reaction forces. 
This was the first time ever a disc brake was available offering 

all the well known advantages of conventional disc brakes in 
combination with the essential advantage of shoe brakes. 

2nd generation of TEXU brakes than was launched in 2003, 
being adapted to the particular needs of container handling 
cranes, available in two sizes: for 500 and 710 diameter disc. 
The demand for more speed and increased capacity for twin 
and quad lift spreaders resulted in the need for higher braking 
torque. This is how we came to introduce another size, the 900 
diameter disc. The principle design is still based on the 2nd 
generation, which looks at four years of successful operation 

Figure 2. Principle of conventional disc brake.
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Figure 3. Principle design of TEXU-disc brake.

Figure 1. Principle of double shoe brake.
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on many STS cranes. Thus, the latest member of TEXU-family 
is using the proven technology with a completely new and 
outstanding torque capacity: having available a max. torque of 
13800 Nm resp. 24000 Nm on 500 resp. 710 mm discs, the 
size 900 comes with an almost 50 per cent increase of torque 
compared with size 710,  i.e. 31000 Nm.

 

Are there similar brakes of this type in the market? If yes, 
what sets these apart from others? If not, what makes 

these unique?

The principle idea of the TEXU brake is unique. No other 
brake manufacturer makes similar or comparable brakes. 

What makes them unique is that they combine the advantages of 
shoe brakes with all the advantages of disc brakes. They only ever 
need one thruster to achieve this. 

Installing two separate disc brakes on one disc would have the 
same effect regarding compensation of reaction forces on shaft. 
The main difference is you would then need two thrusters instead 
of just the one, as you would get with a TEXU. You would have 
two individual brakes per disc, in total typically four on a STS 
hoist, which would require individual connection to a PLC, 
individual monitoring and individual maintenance. 

Moreover, conventional thruster disc brakes are considerably 
bigger in width compared to TEXU. Thus, length of the motor 
shaft and gear box shaft can be reduced when using TEXU. 
Conventional thruster disc brakes are about 650 mm wide, while 
TEXU is slightly over half of that.

With two thruster disc brakes on one disc there is a major issue 
when it comes to maintenance.: one brake goes on the outside of 

the drive and the other one on the inside of the drive. The inner 
brake is sitting between the drive shaft and the rope drum. Very 
often this is narrow and difficult to access to maintain the brake. 
Even worse: in the event of a power failure, you would have to 
be on the inside of the drive to open these brakes manually and 
lower the load manually. 

TEXU-Brake, on the other hand, are small and compact. They 
have less components connected to the PLC, easier accessibility 
for maintenance. They are safer to handle in the event of a power 
failure as full access is available from outside the drive chain. 
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Figure 4. Twin calliper of TEXU-disc brake.
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Since Sibre are known throughout the world for high 
quality brakes, which direction do you see future trends 

in brakes going?

Safety is the keyword and reflective of everything we 
do, coupled with our slogan “sure to be safe”. Without 

compromising to this, it will become increasingly important to 
have brakes that are easy to install and easy to maintain. There will 
always be the issue of greater safety and lower downtime - this 
rings true for the past as it does for the future. The challenge will 
be to have brakes that are at maximum safety levels, able to handle 
the increasing speeds and stop loads in the shortest possible time 
and travelling distance. 

 The key, from our point of view, is not to install more brakes 
per hoist or increase the size of the discs. One may consider 
this an alternate solution in dealing with increased speeds. This, 
however, would have considerable disadvantage regarding safety, 
costs and inertia, contradicting the aim of short stopping time and 
stopping distance. The challenge is to offer highest safety level in 
combination with compact brakes and smallest possible disc size 
that are easier to handle and that operators will find even easier 
to use.

Would you say that Sibre are pushing the boundaries in 
the industry?

Yes, definitely. When we originally introduced the TEXU 
brake, we were the first to bring out such a brake, and since 

then, no-one has designed an equivalent. Take emergency brakes 
for example: we offer the SHI type, again unique in design. No-
one else is using the principle design as we are and it has been 
well known and proven in so many different applications for 
decades. It was, and still is, setting the pace in regards to the forces 
this kind of brakes are handling compared to other brakes from 
other manufacturers. 

The TEXU is compact but more powerful than competitor 
brakes. This will always remain the challenge as the difficulty is 
in handling high forces in compact size. We are at the highest 
end of the force range and leading for many years, leaving it to 
the competition to try and catch. While some are catching up in 
regards to the available forces of emergency brakes, it is usually at 
the cost of envelope sizes  that are drastically bigger, heavier and 
more expensive in purchasing as well as in maintenance. 

Are different brakes used for different applications, such 
as STS, RTG and RMG? If so, what are the differences?

Of course you have different numbers and sizes of brakes 
on different types of cranes for different loads and speeds 

– which will reflect on the application. We have a basic modular 
design, a range of standardised options and these enable us to 
adapt one basic mechanism of a brake to the particular application 
and operating conditions – whether engine conditions of –40 
degrees or +60 degrees or more, dry or humid, abrasive or acid. 
It’s not so much the basic brake designs which differ between 
cranes, but the extent and type of standardised options you would 
apply for them.

When choosing crane brakes, what are the most 
important issues crane users must consider?

Brakes are the ultimate elements in the chain of safety 
components in a dr ive and thus, there can be no 

compromise on safety – as explained, safety is the ruling key word 
in all our activities. One must consider and plan for the worst case 

scenario the drives and the brakes will have to cope with. It is not 
just the torque which is important: the thermal capacity needs 
to be in focus as well. This is why we offer a full engineering 
support with our sophisticated software program which is based 
on both, DIN as well as 50 years of experience in design and 
manufacturing of brakes. Last but not least, we consider it essential 
to look at the life cycle costs: over the life span of a brake the 
maintenance can be higher than the initial purchasing costs. 
This is why we very much care for designing and manufacturing 
lasting products that require lowest possible maintenance and that 
are easy to maintain. 

Founded in 1958, Siegerland Bremsen (Sibre), Emde GmbH & Co strives to 

achieve an optimal combination of a high quality and easy-to-use product available 

at market oriented prices for both the system builder and the user. This is done 

by using the most up-to-date means of production and technology which are 

continually reviewed against the Sibre quality assurance system and their service 

performance which is continuously adapted to meet set requirements. Sibre’s 

continual developments in brake technology, achieved by a team of highly 

qualified engineers, technicians and designers, guarantee suitable solutions in spite 

of increasingly complex drives. Employees have not only 50 years of experience 

in brake manufacturing at their disposal but also testing laboratories unique the 

world over for a brake manufacturer.

Thilo Pfister – Managing Director

Siegerland Bremsen, Emde GmbH & Co

Tel: +49 27 739 4000

Email: tpfister@sibre.de

Web: www.sibre.de
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Figure 5. Key advantages of TEXU-disc brakes.
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Required distances with 
TEXU Brakes

Required distances with 
conventional brakes


